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They have abandoned the people and the streets of Cairo and
Alexandria this past weekend, leaving citizens to fend (and
defend) entirely for themselves; but Egypt’s police stand
guard, still, over the museums and
treasures of their country.
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Something about this strikes me as
extraordinary – and telling: it
"Isis," bronze, 6th century BC
speaks loudly of the importance
at Eberwein
historical patrimony and the
3
passion of a culture for its artistic and historical treasures – a
Share
passion that may explain why, in the weeks following 9/11, so
many pulled their money out of Wall Street and began buying
art instead, and why even now, as financial markets tremble and the
economy rocks, Christie’s auction house announced last week that 2010
had been its best year ever, grossing 5 billion dollars in art sales alone.
That tally represents a 53 percent increase over 2009 sales, according to a
Christie’s press release, thanks to the sale of 606 works that surpassed the
$1 million mark – including Picasso’s Nude, Green Leaves, and Bust
which sold for a record-busting $106.5 million last spring. And while
certainly investment and financial incentives play a role, there’s surely
more involved. Interest in art, even from those who can’t quite manage a
million-dollar price tag, is booming, as evidenced by the fact that
increasing numbers of people find themselves traveling ridiculous
distances with ever-greater frequency to attend various art fairs, where
they meander tirelessly through airless convention centers, taking
advantage of the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to view assorted
masterpieces in that brief moment they stand suspended between the
collections of one fortunate owner and another — often never to be seen
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publicly again.
Last Friday, I was one of them, drifting dreamily through the aisles of my
personal favorite of such fairs, the Brussels Antiques and Fine Arts Fair
(BRAFA), celebrating its 56th season.
True, BRAFA doesn’t have the “wow” factor of the main mega-fairs like
Basel, Basel Miami or TEFAF Maastricht or Frieze; but it offers up a host
of surprises and quite a number of treasures among them, from 18thcentury French diamond-and-ruby brooches to Oceanic and Oriental art,
Medieval icons, Old Master paintings, and 20th century masters from
Picasso to Warhol, from Christo to Wang Guangyi.
That eclecticism is probably best represented by Finch and Co, the
London-based dealers in – well, just about everything. Whimsy coupled
with the remarkable filled their stand, with items like a 19th-century Nile
crocodile, a four-foot high, 19th-century Narwhal tusk, and a German
Renaissance wine tap in the form of a dolphin – not to mention a
centuries-old Australian boomerang and 12th-century sandstone head
which, according to the owners, was inspired in part by a Celtic “cult of
the severed head.”
Far less gruesome – but at least equally entertaining – were the (real) pigs
by Wim Delvoye who sat quietly greeting visitors to Guy Pieters’ stand.
The stuffed, tattooed swine are among the artist’s “signature” pieces,

a play on the idea of art as investment (or, that is,
art as “piggy” bank). Behind them, other tattooed
pieces by Delvoye on pigskin, depicted – as do
some of the tattooed pigs – Disney images from
Cinderella and other fairy tales. These juxtapose
tellingly with an exquisitely-rendered Jesus inked
across one particularly fine pork back by the name, Wim Delvoye, "Rex,"
2006, at Guy Pieters
apparently, of “Rex.” . (Miraculously, not a single
Gallery, BRAFA
Muslim, Hindu, Jew, Christian, animal rights
activist, or anyone else defaced the installation, or demanded it be
removed.)
Other exhibitors, however, took a more serious tone, from the
breathtaking French deco jewels by Cartier and others at Epoque Fine
Jewels to the paintings by Belgian artist Paul van Hoeydonck (best known
for having sent the first sculpture, Fallen Astronaut, to the moon in 1971)
at Ronny van de Velde. (The Astronaut remains still at Hadley Rile,
commemorating American and Russian space travelers who had lost their
lives in the eternal quest to conquer the unknown.) Other offerings at
Van de Velde included charcoal drawings by Degas and an early Ensor oil
on canvas, while paintings by Antonio Saura, Pierre Soulages and Jean
Dubuffet grabbed the drama nearby at Galerie Pascal Lansberg.
But with all eyes now on Egypt – and the possible destruction of its
archeological treasures – perhaps most gratifying of all were the
Egyptian limestone sculptures from the 7th century BC at Galerie F.
Cervera Arquelogica, and a seated Isis in Bronze (Egypt, 600 BC)at
Roswitha Eberwein Antike Kunst.
Leaving aside, for the moment, the question of how these totems were
taken out of Egypt and why, or what their market value might be or
become, their quiet assertion here, now, caught my breath: a reminder
that it has been not the Pharaohs who have survived these long millennia,
but the relics, the art, the creative vision, of the people. We can only hope
that their call for democracy and freedom will prevail now, and endure at
least as long.
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